
 

Analyst / Senior Analyst, Marketing Strategy & Analytics 

As a member of T-Mobile’s industry leading Marketing Organization, you will support various aspects of marketing 

insights and decision making to maximize T-Mobile’s continued success in the US wireless market.  The role of 

Analyst / Senior Analyst favors the extremely analytical and will generally touch on pricing, products, promotion, 

and distribution placement with specific roles and assignments going deep into any one or all of these areas.  

Through bottom-up data exploration and modeling, this role will formulate a strategic lens into market levers and 

drive go-to-market action working with stakeholders across the enterprise. 

Responsibilities 

 Work with a wide variety of stakeholders including consumer insights, marketing segment and product 

managers, finance, engineering, sales, and operations 

 Learn how to build strategic frameworks and develop a deep understanding of industry, company, and 

customer value drivers to conduct performance optimization analysis 

 Maneuver through disparate data sources, test hypotheses through comprehensive quantitative models, 

and identify market opportunities in a relentless pursuit to improve T-Mobile’s market competitiveness 

 Work with a team to develop new products and own game-changing marketing initiatives, influence 

stakeholders/leadership through fact based analyses, and drive change 

 Learn how to construct executive level presentations to communicate complex analytical findings in a clear, 

concise, and decision impacting manner 

Experience  

 Excellent problem-solving and teamwork skills  

 Strong analytical skills to understand market movements, pricing, and financial analysis  

 Ability to quickly learn new skills and methodologies  

 Familiarity with structured programming language  

 Ability to communicate analytical results to management in verbal and written form  

Education/Training 

 BS or MS in finance, economics, CS, engineering, operations research, math, or related fields 

 

 To apply, please submit your cover letter and resume to Raymond.Ko5@T-Mobile.com 

(In the email subject, please state “Apply for Analyst: [your name]”)  

 

 

 


